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6 PRINCIPLES
Respect customer needs
Empowered to resolve
Work as a team
Act proactively
Recognize working partners

AIA CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Dedicated to break through

TRANSFORMATION PROGRAMME

Background
AIA Hong Kong is the leading insurer with the largest agency force
and financial planner. In search of service excellence, the
management determined to reinforce the service culture within the
company and the “Customer Experience Transformation
Programme” (“CETP”) was rolled out.
The journey starts from the Services & Operations Division,
consisting of 14 departments, and the focus is Service Appreciation.

Core Belief


4Cs Approach

“Happy Employees connected with Happy Customers”

Commitment

Programme Mission





Cultivate Company’s core values in staff’s mindset
Motivate staff towards Company’s service direction
Promote service alignment among function teams/departments
Foster recognition culture

Caring
Communication
Cheers
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Approach



“Inside-Out Approach” , a multi-dimensional programme with Service Culture in the core,
Bearing a strong sense of customer centricity, the Company adopted a series of “Employeecentric” activities to forge an intimate cohesion within the team.

Key Learnings
The following learning points are summarized in different sections, with special focus on People, and
Physical/Tangible Evidence.
AIA is determined to build a happy service team which is fundamental in establishment of a unique
Service Culture. The multi-faceted activities has triggered behavioural changes of both management
executives and the staff which strengthened the service culture of the company.

1) Common belief – Faith




AIA has a strong heritage in the pursuit of service excellence and they put people first.
They believe happy staff is critical in delighting customers.
To live their brand proposition of “Real Life Company”, they adopt an inside-out approach
to reinforce their service culture

2) Shared vision
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They have shared a vision of cohering the team with an Appreciation Culture for the sake
of delivering excellence service to the customers.

3) Engagement


Strategies
Soft, touching and fun elements are fully embraced in different activities and initiatives to
engage all the stakeholders by heart. Buddy-hood is fostered to close the gaps among
team members. Their engagement strategies can be summarized as follow:
i.
ii.
iii.



4Cs – Commitment, Caring, Communication and Cheers
Multi-level bonding to create strong cohesion force throughout the hierarchy and
among peers
Friendly competition among individuals and teams
Execution / Processes
Effectiveness and quality of execution is critical to success of the cultural programme. AIA
has demonstrated a high level determination to work it out. CEO and the management
team have walked their talks by going to the front lines to listen to the customers and to
learn more about the working lives of the staff.

i.

Recognition of personal value
1. Make every staff visible in the organization and recognize their value to the team
- Photos of team members were taken and the group portraits are shown in
different channels
- While recognizing their contribution, relevant capabilities are encouraged to
improve via interesting activities such as: Knowledge Management
Taskforce Quiz, Fast & Accurate Typing Tournament
2. Repetitive recognition to reinforce the impact
- Monthly, quarterly and yearly
3. Appreciation from different perspectives
- From Self-respect
- From Peers
- From Team
- From Management

ii.

Appeal to personal interest
1. Heart-warming activities such as: Ice-cream cones prepared for staff by CEO
and senior executives in the event of “Cheerful Life at AIA”
2. Experiential team building, like outward bound training for all levels of staff

iii.

Bonding reinforcement
1. “Best Friend Committee” to organize a variety of activities, like: 3D Cake
Workshop, Italian Food Special Promotion, Egg Roll Group Buying, Call Centre
Service Team Photo Album, Movie Night
2. “Best Buddy Pair-up Campaign” to create supportive atmosphere
3. “Ocean Park Fun Day” to reinforce relations
4. “Happy Wedding Night” to signify the collaboration between Services and
Operation teams
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iv.

Ritual activities and Tangible evidence
Employee Recognition Award (to encourage Teamwork, Service Excellence, Caring &
Engaging, Innovation).
1.

2.
3.
4.
v.

Service Awards (continuous efforts in recognizing staff in different contributions,
such as Likeability, Customer Recovery, Queue Handling, Performance
Improvement, and outstanding new team member, etc.)
Service Appreciation Day (Bi-monthly activities to maintain the momentum
through progressive appreciation from Self, Peers, Team and Management)
Interesting tools to show appreciation, including “Appreciation Cheque”, “Thank
You Cards”
Thank-you Dinner (Starring Night, Wedding Night)

Friendly competition
1.
2.
3.

To draw attention of staff on the core values and issues
To energize the team in the pursuit of service excellence
To reinforce internal bonding

4) Sustainable momentum


Incentives
i.
ii.
iii.



Appreciation as Key Performance Indicators (KPI) with records kept in HR files
Gifts to reward desired behaviours
Rewarding Scheme
1. Excel Club Membership (monthly, everybody could be achiever)
2. Good Leap Champion,
3. Squad Mission Trophy
Motivation

i.
ii.

Personal interest and belief to sustain self-initiation
Peer influence and management support
1. “Good Call Sharing” (recognize and reinforce the belief of service excellence
through sharing, while on the other hand, influence other team members to learn
from one another, i.e. to generate a positive feedback mechanism)
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Success Factors
1.

Good Strategies


2.

Nourish the service culture through Appreciation which brings:
i.
Positive energy to the organization that sustains an ever-forward momentum
ii.
Team work and mutual support atmosphere to unleash the full potential of the team
iii.
Focus on improving the service quality through contemplation and appreciation
instead of finger pointing
iv.
Sustainable people relations within the company that strengthens internal cohesion



Staff participation in the design of programme and such co-creation engaged the
stakeholders to the greatest extent.



Experience orientation intensified the impact positively

Effective execution of the programme


Organized execution plan
i.
Logical steps
ii.
Start from a manageable scale



Leadership
Top management’s active participation created a good demonstration effect, aligning
the vision of the team
ii.
Personal touch to confirm authenticity
iii.
Monthly review of the programme in the Executive Meeting emphasized the
management priority which sustained the momentum
i.



3.

Systematic approach
i.
Feedback loop and adjustment mechanism
ii.
Unit-based execution while cross-team friendly competition and collaboration fostered
iii.
Quantifiable goals facilitated achievement
iv.
Celebration of success to reinforce the impact in a continual manner

Effective Communication


Aligned messages are communicated



Emphasis on communications enabled effective execution and hurdles were overcome
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Conclusion
The Customer Experience Transformation Programme of AIA has proven to be an effective
programme in reinforcing their service excellence culture, evidenced by an improved scores of 3.6 to
4.6 on a 5-point scale in the industry benchmark survey comparing with the previous year.
They have gone through a transformation and become a happy team, attributable to a nourished
Appreciation Culture. To make such last, the followings factors could be summarized:
 Relevance
 Applicability
 Execution
 Sustainability
Leadership with people-orientation mindset, visible gestures and perseverance are critical to the
success of service culture programme.
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